Social media have enabled a revolution in user-generated content. They allow users to connect, build community, produce and share content, and publish opinions. To better understand online users' attitudes and opinions, we use stance classification. Stance classification is a relatively new and challenging approach to deepen opinion mining by classifying a user's stance in a debate. Our stance classification use case is tweets that were related to the spring 2016 debate over the FBI's request that Apple decrypt a user's iPhone. In this "encryption debate," public opinion was polarized between advocates for individual privacy and advocates for national security. We propose a machine learning approach to classify stance in the debate, and a topic classification that uses lexical, syntactic, Twitter-specific, and argumentative features as a predictor for classifications. Models trained on these feature sets showed significant increases in accuracy relative to the unigram baseline.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers have turned to user-generated content in social media as a source of information to explain many aspects of human experience [1] . Due to the often textual nature of online users' self-disclosure of their opinions and views, social media platforms present a unique opportunity to analyze shared content and, in particular, how controversial topics are argued. Continuous growth of online data has led to large amounts of information becoming available for others to explore and understand. For instance, Twitter has grown dramatically since its introduction over a decade ago to become one of the world's most popular social media platforms. Today, more than 288 million people actively use the site on a monthly basis [2] . Automatic techniques, such as sentiment analysis and opinion mining, have allowed researchers and business people to determine the different viewpoints expressed in social media text (e.g., [3] ). As their main task, these approaches assign a polarity score to an opinion that is presented in an online format. Although it is important to determine whether a user's opinion is positive or negative, it is even more essential to determine the user's position toward a specific topic [4] .
Stance classification offers complementary information to sentiment analysis. Given a collection of debate-style discussions on a controversial topic, stance classification seeks to identify a user's attitudes toward the topic. This can support the identification of the user's affiliation with social or political groups, help develop better user-targeted recommendation systems, or tailor a user's information preferences to match his or her ideologies and beliefs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Automatic stance classification can be used in applications such as information retrieval, text summarization, opinion summarization, and textual entailment.
Over the last decade, there has been active research in modeling stance. However, most of the work has focused on congressional debates [10] or debates in online forums [6, 8, 11, 12] . Compared to these domains, Twitter is a much more challenging domain for stance prediction. Tweets are written in an informal format; they do not follow any guidelines or rules for the expression of opinions. Many messages contain unconventional syntax and spelling, which present a significant challenge to attempts at extracting meaning [13, 14] . In this work, we investigate whether two argumentative features are beneficial for ideological stance classification and detect stance in one ideological debateencryption in the United States, as discussed on Twitter following a high-profile event.
This particular online debate was kindled after the San Bernardino, California terrorist attack, which occurred in December 2015 [15] . For weeks following the attack, Apple Inc., one of the most well-known technology companies in the U.S., refused to create a "backdoor" that would give the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) access to the encrypted iPhone of the alleged terrorist. Apple's refusal to comply with the FBI request gave rise to what we call the "encryption debate." This debate found its way into the mainstream media and became a popular topic of social media debate for months.
It provoked reactions from IT experts, politicians, and technologists as well as the public. Although this debate continues both offline and online, in this study we focus on the online encryption debate that occurred on Twitter from January 1st through March 31st, 2016. We selected this date range since it included tweets from the debate before and after a federal judge ordered that Apple unlock the iPhone on February 16, 2016 [15] . We were motivated to choose this use case because the tension between individual right to privacy and national security has long been of interest to philosophical, political, and technological debates. Those who favor national security argue that good citizens who have "nothing to hide" should not fear government surveillance and that law enforcement should have access to their information whenever necessary. Those who favor individual right to privacy argue for limiting government surveillance and access to personal information. As our mobile devices contain increasingly sensitive information and intricate details about our lives, the debate over whether information from these devices should be made available to law enforcement has become heated. Thanks to technological advances, many mechanisms have been developed to secure information to prevent unauthorized access. One of the most robust mechanisms, cryptography (i.e., encryption), allows messages to be sent confidentially. It is the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard that makes the iPhone such a formidable device to crack.
In this paper, we explore whether classifying stance in an ideological debate can determine how frequently each position is expressed in Twitter and what attitudes users express. We also explore which features can enhance the stance classification task. We describe a novel benchmark dataset of tweets that we labeled by both the topic of discussion and the user's stance towards that topic. The annotation is based on the stance that a user has expressed toward one of two topics: individual right to privacy and national security. Compared to our earlier work on argumentation mining of tweets [16] , we use an additional layer of manual annotation to indicate the stance expressed about the main topics of discussion (described in Section 3.3 below) and perform a detailed analysis on the annotation results from both human annotators and automatic prediction. As we discuss in Section 3, we found that the argumentativeness of the tweet and its tone are suitable features for predicting the stance of the tweet. Figure 1 summarizes the workflow of this study.
Section 2 discusses related work in stance classification; Section 3 describes the data and corpus analysis; Section 4 discusses the experimental setup and feature selection; Section 5 presents the experimental results; Section 6 discusses the findings; and Section 7 concludes the paper and proposes future directions.
RELATED WORK
Supervised machine learning has been used in almost all of the current approaches to stance classification. One of the first studies related to stance classification dealt with perspective identification. Lin, Wilson, and Hauptmann [17] used articles from the Bitter-Lemons website, which discusses the PalestinianIsraeli conflict from each side's point of view, to train a system to perform automatic perspective detection on sentence and document levels. Later, Anand et al. [6] deployed a rule-based classifier with several features such as unigrams, bigrams, punctuation marks, syntactic dependencies, and the dialogic structure of posts from a competitive debating site. Their results ranged from 54% to 69% accuracy.
Somasundaran and Wiebe [18] created a lexicon for detecting argument trigger expressions and subsequently leveraged it to identify arguments. These extracted arguments, together with sentiment expressions and their targets, were used in a supervised learner as features for stance classification. This experimental work included both argument and sentiment features from four datasets-abortion, creationism, gun rights, and gay rights-each containing news articles from a wide variety of sources. Their overall accuracy result was 63.93%. Murakami and Raymond [19] identified general user opinions in online debates, distinguishing between global positions (opinions on a topic) and local positions (opinions on previous remarks). By calculating the degree of disagreement between any two users from the link structure and the text of each pair of their adjacent replies. Faulkner [20] investigated the problem of detecting documentlevel stance in student essays; their key features are (1) stancetaking clauses (in a generalized format that tracks long-distance dependencies, which they call part-of-speech-generalized stance proposition subtrees); and (2) reuse of words from the essay prompt. Sobhani, Inkpen, and Matwin [21] detected and classified stance starting by extracting online news comments using topic modeling.
To date, stance classification research has mainly focused on specific domains and mediums. Only a few studies have explored stance classification on social media. For example, Rajadesingan and Liu's study [22] used Twitter-based stance classification. The authors proposed a retweet-based label propagation method which starts from a set of known opinionated users and labels the tweets posted by the people in their retweet network. By contrast, in this work, we focus on detecting stance from a single tweet starting from a set of labeled tweets. Mohammad, Kiritchenko, Sobhani, Zhu, and Cherry's [23] study also used Twitter as a dataset for stance classification. Their aim was to determine user stance (favor, against, or no position) in tweets on five selected topics: abortion, atheism, climate change, feminism, and Hillary Clinton. This dataset was made available for SemEval 2016, with two tasks. Task A was a traditional supervised classification task where 70% of the annotated data for a target is used as training and the rest for testing. The highest classification F-score for Task A was 67.82, with 19 teams participating. For Task B, test data was all of the instances for a new target (not used in Task A) and no training data was provided. The highest F-score for Task B was 56.28 with 9 teams participating. The dataset was offered to task participants without any context such as conversational structure or tweet metadata, which made classification challenging. In contrast, our approach for determining stance in this study takes into consideration tweet metadata (e.g., number of followers) as well as tweet labels that indicate a specific topic identified for the encryption debate.
DATA

Data Acquisition
In this research, we use publicly available social media data from Twitter. The initial dataset was originally gathered to investigate the classification of argumentative tweets [16] . This dataset was composed of 3,000 tweets from the encryption debate which we collected and then hand-annotated as we describe below. First we collected every public post on Twitter from January 1, 2016 through March 31, 2016 sent from accounts that set English as their language: 531,633 tweets in total, which we collected using Crimson Hexagon [24] , a social media analytics platform that provides paid firehose access. We then filtered this data in several ways. We manually removed 40 tweets that were in another language even though the accounts language was set to English. This left 531,593 tweets in our dataset. Since we were only interested in real human opinions (not social bots or Sybil accounts), we excluded any user with a 50% or greater probability of being a bot based on the Truthy BotOrNot algorithm [25] . Overall, 946 tweets by bot accounts were removed. The total number of tweets after all adjustments was 530,647 tweets.
Data Annotation
Codebook Development and Annotation Schema
We used a data-driven and theoretically grounded approach to develop a practical solution to stance classification. We randomly selected a small sample of our corpus, 30 tweets, for close reading done by the first author. Our annotation outline consisted of two segments: topic classification and stance classification for each tweet. These two tasks were performed manually in conjunction with each other. We used an iterative process for developing the codebook. Initially, we developed three stance classifications and three topic classes (from the three most frequently discussed topics relevant to the debate) which are information privacy, national security and right to encryption. Two human annotators were trained through discussions with the first author to label 100 tweets in each of three iterations which created a total of 300 tweets as the development set. After each iteration, we had an extensive discussion of the challenges and limitations of the codebook. The resulting analysis led to a final revision of the coding scheme and modification of the associated codebook. Table 1 contains a short overview of the codebook, showing specific definitions and example tweets. For topic classification, the final codebook had two main topics: information privacy and national security. We excluded the topic 'right to encryption' from our codebook since we realized, after discussions with annotators, that it was too generic and could cover both information privacy and national security. Moreover, users' attitudes toward the encryption debate seemed skewed towards those who valued either individual privacy or national security more highly. We added two additional categories to incorporate other types of tweets: those that shared news without expressing opinions about the two main topics ('other'); and those that contained jokes or nonsense ('irrelevant'). The final category scheme thus had four topic classifications: 'individual privacy', 'national security', 'other', and 'irrelevant'. For stance classification, three possible positions toward each topic were considered: 'favor,' 'against,' and 'neutral.'
To start the annotation process of the 3,000 tweets, we instructed our two annotators to first annotate each tweet based on the topic to which it was most related (topic classification), and to then annotate the posting user's overall position toward the topic (stance classification). By the end of the three iterations, approximately 33% (990) of the 3,000 tweets was labeled by both coders. We used Cohen's Kappa [26] to measure inter-annotator agreement. Our annotation consisted of two separate tasks, and the inter-coder reliability was 81.30% for topic classification and 87% on stance classification. The unweighted Cohen's Kappa score was 70% for topic classification and 64% for stance classification.
Annotation Challenges
We faced many challenges while annotating the tweets. We categorized tweets placed into the 'other' category as neutral since they did not provide an opinion, opposing or favoring, any of the topics analyzed. In this classification, we did not consider the stance of the article that was linked. For example, the following tweet does not represent a stance or share an opinion about the debate; it only shares the title of a news article and a link to it:
Amazon backtracks, decides to bring encryption back to Fire OS https://t.co/gK0I4tXn9l #tech
We cannot be certain how users feel about items they choose to retweet, and we generally classified most retweets as neutral. For instance, a user's retweeting of a CNN news story about an exchange between Apple and the FBI was marked as neutral. However, when a user retweeted something that very clearly expressed a stance, we counted the tweet as having that stance. For example, someone retweeting Edward Snowden speaking out against encryption backdoors would be marked as having a stance in 'favor' of the topic 'individual privacy'. We classified tweets that were completely unrelated to the debate as irrelevant; we did not consider it necessary to evaluate a user's stance in an irrelevant tweet. Tweets categorized as irrelevant were later excluded from the dataset, because they had no impact on the classification.
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Corpus Analysis
We manually labeled 3,000 tweets in total. The distribution of topics over the three stance labels is illustrated in Table 2 . Additionally, this table shows the number of occurrences of each topic in the corpus. We can see that 'individual privacy' had a higher number of tweets than 'national security'. Table 3 provides an overview of the stance labels in this corpus. From this table, we can see that the neutral stance classification has the highest value. This echoes previous research that found that users do not frequently use Twitter as a debating platform [27] . Rather, most individuals use Twitter as a venue to spread information and share links to web pages instead of using it as a platform through which to have conversations about controversial issues. The results also illustrate that very few tweets were classified as being 'against' one of the topics.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Preprocessing
Due to character limits, Twitter users tend to use colloquialisms, slang, and abbreviations. They also often make spelling and grammar errors. Before discussing feature selection, we will briefly discuss how we compensated for these issues in data preprocessing. First, we tokenized tweets using the ARK Tweet NLP tokenizer [28] . This Twitter-specific tokenizer segments tweet features such as emoticons, hashtags, and mentions. We replaced emoticons with their sentiment polarity. Next, we replaced abbreviations with their whole word or phrase counterparts (e.g., 2night => tonight). We then removed duplicated vowels in the middle of words (e.g., haaaapy). Any letter occurring more than two times in a row was replaced with exactly two occurrences. Inspired by [16] , this modification significantly reduced feature space. Finally, we lowercased all letters (e.g., ENCRYPTION => encryption) and removed URLs and mentions to other users, after first recording these features.
Features
Based on prior work [29, 30] , we chose four types of features: lexical, syntactic, Twitter-specific, and argumentation. Table 4 provides a summary of the features we extracted for each tweet. Below, we describe and explain the motivation for these feature sets. In the following sections, we propose a set of features to characterize stance in tweets. Much of our work uses lexical features, which can help find words that are both highly salient and highly informative in a text or text set. This process also entails the removal of a) non-content-bearing words that dominate with respect to the cumulative power-law distribution of word frequencies, and b) highly rare words in a collection.
After preprocessing the data, we considered salient unigrams and Government should protect the state and its citizens against all kinds of "national" crises related to the public's/the whole nation's interests.
"I'm against backdoors, not against trying to hack a murderous terrorists encrypted phone #encryption"
Individual privacy "The right to be let alone" [40] . bigrams, removing stopwords and removing any word with fewer than five occurrences. Previous work suggests that the unigram baseline can be difficult to beat for certain types of debates [18] . Thus, we used both unigrams and bigrams as features. We kept the top 500 unigrams and the top 300 bigrams according to the TF-IDF metric as shown in Equation 3.
In these formulas, is a term, is the document in which occurs, and is the document space (collection of documents 
Syntactic Features
Syntactic features describe the re lationship between words and their roles in a sentence, as the subjectively connoted adjectives and other modifiers, sentiment, and the ratio of different parts of speech in a sentence. In natural language processing, these characteristics are standard features for machine learning.
Sentiment:
After experimenting with other sentiment analysis dictionaries such as the Subjectivity Lexicon [31] , we selected the sentiment labels provided by Crimson Hexagon [24] , since it seemed to provide more accurate results than other sentiment analysis dictionaries.
Subjectivity:
We used the MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [31] to identify the subjectivity or objectivity of tweets.
Grammatical features:
We used the NLTK part-of-speech tagger [32] to assign a single best-fitting part of speech (POS) to every token. We calculated POS diversity by finding the number of occurrences of each POS tag.
Twitter-Specific Stylistic Features
Twitter-specific features refer to characteristics unique to the Twitter platform that are associated with user accounts and the tweets sent from them, such as the number of followers, number of people followed, and the number of tweets the user has posted in the past. Twitter-specific features also include the presence or lack of URLs, mentions of other users, hashtags, and official account verification. These features were acquired using the Twitter API, and we treated them as part of the structure of the tweets, and thus necessary, for our analysis. Therefore, before preprocessing the data, we first calculated the number of occurrences of each of these features in a tweet and added them to the set of attributes.
Argumentation Features
We used the dataset provided by [16] , which is labeled with argumentation and source type. We used these two labels as part of our feature set.
Argumentativeness:
We used a simple argument model that an argument is comprised of only two components: a claim and associated supporting evidence. If the tweet presented an argument or shared an opinion about the debate, it was marked as argumentative, and otherwise, as not argumentative.
Source type:
Source type refers to the type of evidence a user has given to support a particular position in a given debate. Six types of evidence were identified: 'news media accounts'; 'blog post'; 'picture'; 'expert opinion'; 'other types of evidence', and 'no evidence,' which referred to not having presented any evidence.
Imbalanced Class Distributions
It was not possible to control the class distribution by controlling the Twitter query, because determining the topic class and the stance class had to be manually determined as described in Section 3.3. But the imbalances shown in Tables 2 and 3 above could bias the classifier, i.e., the classes with fewer instances could be predicted incorrectly and with lower accuracy than classes with more instances. Previous studies have proposed various balancing strategies, including oversampling, undersampling, cost-sensitive learning, and a combination of these methods [33, 34] . Previous work has shown that the combination of oversampling and undersampling techniques performs better than plain undersampling [35, 36] and has a better outcome than cost-sensitive learning [37] . Therefore, to resolve imbalanced class distributions, we used a combination of two techniques: oversampling for classes with a small number of instances, and undersampling for classes with a large number of instances. For oversampling, we used the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [35] . SMOTE is one of the most accepted approaches for solving the problem of imbalanced Type of source used in the tweet data, and has better performance compared to oversampling with replacement [35] . Its main function is to create new minority class examples by interpolating several minority class instances that occur together. In this method, new instances are synthetically created using k-nearest neighborhoods. Based on the number of cases in each class, a range from 500% to 900% was chosen using k=5 to minimize the risk of overfitting the classifier. After that we used random undersampling to reduce the size of large classes with a ratio of 5:1. Finally, we randomized the data to reduce the likelihood of overfitting the training data. Table 5 shows the new class distributions after balancing the dataset. The size differences between classes have been minimized.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The primary aim of our study was to determine the stance of tweets towards a certain topic. We used a multi-classification task to classify each tweet as having a stance in 'favor,' 'against,' or 'neutral'. As a first step, we compared classifiers that have frequently been used in related work: Naïve Bayes (NB) as used in [11] ; Support Vector Machines (SVM) as used in [38] ; and Decision Trees (DT, J48) as used in [30] . For all approaches, we used WEKA data mining software [39] . Before training, all features were ranked by their information gain [40] . Information gain is presented in Equation 4 .
Features with information gain of less than 0 were excluded. All results were subjected to 10-fold cross validation. For assessing prediction accuracy, we used the standard metrics of precision, recall, and F-measure. The results for each feature set and classifier are listed in Tables 6 and 7 .
Classification
Our first goal was to classify the topics related to encryption i.e. national security and individual privacy. Table 6 shows a summary of the classification results. The best results were achieved by using DT, which resulted in an F1 score of 93.7%. Our second goal was to classify tweets based on their stance toward a predefined topic. Adding a bigram feature to the baseline did not increase performance; however, adding argumentation features to the combination increased the performance by 10% for SVM. Table 7 shows a summary of our classification results. To achieve them, we created a baseline model by using the top salient unigrams. A baseline needed to be established so that we could assess the influence of added features on the models. The best overall performance was achieved by using SVM, which resulted in a 90.4% F1 score with lexical and argumentation-mining features added to the baseline. Moreover, combining all the features slightly decreased SVM and NB performance but did not change DT results substantively.
Feature Analysis
To identify and rank the most informative attributes of each feature, we calculated information gain (Eq. 4). The top 10 features with the largest weight (magnitude) with respect to each class are listed in Table 8 . As shown in the table, the most informative feature in all classes was argumentativeness. Among Twitter-specific features, retweets appeared in both 'favor' and 'neutral' stances, as well as in the 'individual privacy', and 'other' topics. Among syntactic features, Crimson Hexagon sentiment features were informative for the 'favor' stance, as well as for the 'individual privacy', and 'other' topics. Moreover, among syntactic features we found that the most informative grammatical features for the topic of national security were preposition, adjective, verb, and adverb. Figure 2 shows the top 10 lexical features for each class. Among these features, we found that all classes had a combination of unigram and bigram features. The unigram 'I' was one of the top informative features in all classes except the topic of national security. From Table 8 , we can see that features as 'privacymatters', 'spying on', and words related to standing up for encryption are negatively associated with the 'against' stance. Moreover, sentiment bearing words, i.e., 'should' are a good indicator of 'neutral' stance where it is negatively associated with the 'favor' stance. For topic classification, we can see from Table 8 that the word 'encryption' is negatively correlated with the topic of individual privacy. Based on these findings, we conclude that using both lexical and argumentation features was beneficial for this task. As our analysis of the top informative attributes shows, the structure of sentences, grammatical indices, subjective words, and argumentativeness of tweets were useful for predicting the stance and topic.
Error Analysis
In addition to analyzing contributions within and among features' classes, we also studied each classifier's confusion matrix to find patterns in misclassifications. For stance classification, we chose the SVM's confusion matrix because of its comparatively higher accuracy with lexical and argumentation feature sets. Table 10 shows the number of classified instances per stance class, rendered in percentages. As Table 10 shows, 'favor' and 'neutral' classes were the most misclassified classes. This result was consistent with our human annotators' feedback. They found it difficult to distinguish between tweets that favored a topic and tweets that did not take a stance toward the debate.
In particular, it was challenging to distinguish between those who had a clear opinion about the topic versus those who were just making a joke about it. For topic classification, we chose the Decision Tree's confusion matrix. Table 9 shows the classified instances per topic class, rendered in percentages. As the table shows, the 'individual privacy' and 'other' topic classes were the most misclassified. To further analyze these prediction errors, we randomly selected 30 tweets from different classes, removed the labels, and asked the same two human annotators to label them again. Their unweighted Cohen's Kappa scores were 81.37% for stance classification and 70.4% for topic classification. This finding shows that some tweets were hard to categorize and suggests that understanding the intended meaning of the tweets might be needed to solve this problem. Based on our discussion with the human annotators, we believe that being able to see the whole conversation preceding the tweet and being familiar with the content of the shared URLs could lower these errors.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a theoretically grounded and datadriven classification schema, related codebook, corpus annotation, and prediction model for detecting stance in tweets from the "encryption debate." Our data annotation and analysis procedure showed that most individuals use Twitter as a venue for spreading information and links to webpages rather than as a platform through which to take clear positions about controversial issues. In Table 2 , the distribution of topic label results show that 'individual privacy' had a higher number of tweets compared to 'national security.' We think this bias toward 'individual privacy' may have happened because people are more confident tweeting about their personal right to privacy rather than the more public responsibility to maintain national security. It may also indicate that people are more willing to share their opinions if they thought that their audience agreed with them. These results can be compared to a recent Pew research study [41] about Edward Snowden's 2013 revelations of widespread government surveillance of Americans' phone and email records. The survey showed that 86% of Americans were willing to have an in-person conversation about the surveillance program, but just 42% of Facebook and Twitter users were willing to post about it on those platforms. The distribution of stance label results in Table 3 confirm previous research which showed that users do not frequently use Twitter as a debating platform [27] . The results also illustrate that very few tweets were classified as being 'against' one of the topics. This may indicate that Twitter users do not take 'against' stances as frequently as stances in 'favor' of controversial topics, especially if those topics are morally and not scientifically based.
To build classifiers, we worked with four sets of features: lexical, syntactic, Twitter-specific, and argumentation. We trained three commonly used types of classifiers: Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, and Naïve Bayes. We built a baseline model using top unigrams, gradually added other feature types, and measured the incremental contribution of each type. For topic classification, we only compared the baseline to the combination of all features because of the need to limit our research scope for this paper. The classification results (Table 6) showed that the combination of all four sets of features was most beneficial for the DT classifier, with which the results improved from 90.2% for the baseline to 93.7%. The Naïve Bayes scores for F1, recall, and precision were lower than those for the other two classifiers. Our results indicate a 20% improvement in F-measure score compared with previous research [9, 18, 22] . We believe that the unique combination of features used in the classification as Twitter-specific features, sentiment, and argumentation facilitated these improvements. The stance classification results (Table 7) show that the SVM classifier outperformed the other two training algorithms and achieved the best overall performance. It did so by using a combination of lexical and argumentation features, which led to a performance that improved from the 81% baseline F1 score to the 90.4% final model F1 score.
The comparison of the top attributes of each class revealed that one argumentation feature, which indicated whether or not a tweet is argumentative, is the best indicator for stance classification. This may indicate that when a tweet is argumentative it denotes that the user expresses a stance toward the topic. Moreover, the retweeting behaviour was observed in tweets that have an in 'favor' or 'neutral' stance only. Also, the same retweeting behaviour was observed in tweets discussing 'individual privacy' and 'other' topics. This may indicate that users on Twitter are more comfortable sharing information in 'favor' or 'neutral', towards 'individual privacy', and 'other' topics, but not toward 'national security.' One limitation of our study is that we understand that our dataset may not be representative of the overall opinions of Twitter users online. As our sample shows, only 1% of the annotated dataset was about national security while few tweets had an 'against' stance. However, we believe that these results still provide some information about Twitter users' attitudes towards the encryption debate. We found that some lexical features are very indicative of the topic class. In the case of the individual privacy topic, for example, the top lexical features were 'for', 'stand', 'support', and 'I stand'. These features indicate a very strong position toward the topic, in contrast to the national security topic where the first personal pronoun did not appear as one of the top features. This result may indicate that users are less comfortable expressing their own opinions when the topic involves national security, or that they are more comfortable discussing a personal matter, such as their privacy, rather than a collective issue as the national security of the whole country. We also conducted an error analysis of misclassified instances, finding that tweets related to 'favor' and 'neutral' stances, as well as 'individual privacy' and 'other' topics, were the most challenging to classify. This occurred because of the challenge of classifying short texts that do not follow any guidelines or rules for the expression of opinions and the challenge of distinguishing sarcasm from earnest opinions.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The analysis of social media content has been studied extensively. There are many challenges to opinion-mining social media content, because online users' expressions are written informally, and so may include sarcasm, spelling mistakes, unconventional grammar, and slang words and expressions [13, 14] . Several works have begun to develop tools and computational models for tweet-level opinion and sentiment analysis. Although opinion mining and sentiment analysis can identify whether a user expresses a positive or negative emotion regarding a topic, these techniques may not capture a user's stance (in favor or against a given position) on the topic. Stance classification has been introduced to address this gap. Although as yet underinvestigated, stance classification has seen growing interest in recent years, as this technique can be advantageous, particularly in support of decision-making. In order to detect online users' attitudes and stances on a given issue, we used Twitter data related to the recent Apple and FBI encryption debate. In this paper, we presented the task of automatically classifying stance on social media for users discussing controversial topics like the recent FBI and Apple encryption debate utilizing unique feature sets. We classified two predefined topics related to the debate and built a dataset of 3,000 manually annotated tweets related to these topics. Our subsequent analysis, motivated by the research presented in [16] , found that SVM classifiers trained with lexical and argumentative features were best at capturing stances taken toward different topics expressed on social media. While previous work has considered classifying stance without any tweet context, we show that using various features such as the sentiment and the argumentativeness of the tweet support the identification of the stance of the tweet and can lead to significant improvements in stance classification.
As stated previously, working with social media data has some challenges and limitations. Annotating tweets related to a controversial topic such as the encryption debate requires annotators who not only understand the English language used and its informing cultures, but who also understand the encryption debate as a whole. Another challenge of annotating the data was related to the language and structure of tweets, in which users tend to use informal and incoherent text. In addition, it is important to note that although our classification achieved a high score in our selected debate topic, these results may not be generalizable to other domains without further investigation. Understanding public opinions and attitudes towards controversial topics may help scholars, law enforcement officials, and policy-makers develop better policies and guidelines. People's attitudes and behaviours related to privacy are highly contextualized in the digital age. While many scholars have conceptualized information privacy in various disciplines, investigations of individual users' attitudes and behaviours towards information privacy and national security remain limited. The dataset developed in this paper will be used in future research to develop a better understanding of users' attitudes towards the encryption debate: ultimately that may help enhance current privacy policies and guidelines. Given the growing significance of the role social media is playing in our world, studying stance classification can be beneficial for instance, in identifying electoral issues and understanding how public stance is shaped [23] . One implication of our research is that it suggests that it is possible to understand who frequently participates in controversial discussions on social media. Moreover, correlating users' stance with their sentiments and demographics may help further describe users' behaviour online. Also, predicting a user's stance toward a given issue can support the identification of social or political groups, help develop better recommendation systems, or tailor users' information preferences to their ideologies and beliefs. Additionally, it may provide engineers and designers with new ways of improving the design and users' acceptability of current privacy-enhancing technologies.
In future work, we hope to improve our results with more intelligent features for representing context, discourse, rhetorical structure, and dialogic structure, such as capturing irony and sarcasm. Another area to explore in future work is analyzing tweets based on the whole conversation, instead of just a single tweet, to get a better understanding of users' different opinions. Another line of research to pursue in the future is to develop a system that can detect the different stances users have regarding a controversial topic, i.e., explore how people decide what the sides (two, three, more) are in a given debate. A controversial topic may generate many different and nuanced stances, even on the same general side of a debate.
